Magazin DearSouvenir
Illustration
I won an open call for the recently launched
Magazine “Dearsouvenir”. They had very specific requirements for the illustration. Apart from
dimensions/measurements and specific background design, they also wanted some sketches
of products that were featured in the magazine
such as the Mykita Glasses, Berlin Vodka, Frau
Tonis Parfume, filter coffee from The Barn, to be
included in the illustration. In order to combine
these elements with berlin and to add a personal
and interesting touch to it, I incorporated Heinrich Zille (a well known “Berliner”, illustrator
and graphic artist), a currywurst on top of the
Brandenburg Gate and headphones visualizing
the sound of the city.
After my design was chosen, they required some
minor changes including colouring and background design.

Curry 36
Mehringdamm 36
10961 Berlin

Our/Berlin Vodka
Am Flutgraben 2
12435 Berlin

Mykita Brillen
Rosa-Luxemburg-Straße 6
10178 Berlin

Berliner Kindl Bier
Indira-Gandhi-Str. 66-69
13053 Berlin

Frau Tonis Prfüm

The Barn Coffee

Zimmerstraße 13

Schönhauser Allee 8

10969 Berlin

10119 Berlin

Street style london
corporate identity
The assignment was to create the Corporate
Identity for “Street Style London”, a Creative
Production and Artistic Management Agency
which is based in London.
Their Focus is on Ecommerce, providing top talents to studios across London and in the near future producing large scale events such as Lumiere by Artichoke productions.
SSL will be launched in May 2016.
The approach was to combine the style of graffiti/
street art and clean cut, sharp and professional.
I created a logo for the website that is associated with camera lenses which are intertwined
with one another to transcribe the employment
structure of the agency which are freelance artists with varying professions. The colour selection arrangement is based on the meanings and
associations of the colours.
After that I created a logo that fits for social media platforms such as facebook, instagram and
twitter. Based on these logos I designed a business card and letterhead. I abstracted the original logo to one lens and added a typography with
a graffiti/stencil character.

crossing roads
logo
Logo Design for the Travel Blog
„crossing roads“. The challenge was to create a
typography that looks like a crosswalk on a road
surface.

heroes
SKETCHES
Sketches with pencil and paint including quotes
and lyrics from my favorite authors, musicians
and painters.

statische lappalien
editorial
Layout and illustration of poems from the writer
Markus Pohle.
Original photographs by Mathilde Schliebe,
Christopher Payne and I.

one page
editorial
The approach was to have the whole book of
Jack Kerouac “On the Road” on a single poster.
The size of the poster is DIN A0 and the size
of the typography is 5pt. So you can mark your
favorite lines and read it everytime your mind
gets lost on your wall.

In the next project I took it a little more further. I designed a Tom Waits Poster for Science Music for their
studio. I laid out all of Tom Wait`s lyrics and turned
them 90°. That way it looks like music visulization. I
found the graphic very fascinating because now his
words and lyrics have their own rhythm.

POETBEWEGT
editorial, illustration
“Poetbewegt” is an open competition for emergent literature.
I got the assignment to design a flyer and poster
for the call for bids. The project is still running
and will be continued. There will be more flyers
and posters for different events until the main
event and the announcement of the final winners. After that I will layout an anthologie with
all the selected poems and short stories.

POSTCARD
illustration,
digital art, film
I created a concept for my international
applications. To stand out and get more
attention I sended a fanfold and illustrated curriculum vitae with a custimezed message and a qr-code in form of
a postcard to multiple design agencies.
When they use the qr-code, they get directly linked to my portfolio and videos
called „living postcard“.

„Dear humans,
I`m glad that you received my postcard
and the invitation to use the qr-code. I
made 5 „living postcards“ for you to get an
impression of where I live and how I see
the world. I hope you enjoy the next minutes from my point of view and I would be
grateful to get the chance to have a look
into your world.
Sincerely, [sai] .“

SAMUEL KÖHLER
VISITENKARTE
Logo and Business Card for Audio-Visual Media
Designer Samuel Köhler. I made his logo out
of his initials and his most used tool - an xlr
microphone cable.

ANJA KLOTZBÜCHER
infographic
Information Graphic Design for Anja Klotzbücher
(DIE LINKE), Deputy of the State Parliament of
Saxony.
The Information Graphic is about the State Parliament of Saxony, the European Committee in general and her personal purposes as a politician.

CUT THE CREPE
LOGO
VISITENKARTE
STEMPEL
The assignment was to create a logo and a business card for a biological crêperie.
It was important to the client that their current
interior design was integrated into the look
and that the design was flexible. They wanted a
hand-drawn logo with an industrial, clean look.
They thought that the business card should be
more individual. In order to meet their needs
I decided to produce stamps so that they can
choose between different textures and colors of
paper and are not so restricted.

DEJA VU
EDITORIAL
The book project was about the topic “deja vu”.
It is comprised sections of the biography of William S. Burroughs, as well as selected writings
from members of the beat generation (Jack
Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg). I adopted literary
montage techniques like “black out,” “cut up”
and “intertextuality” for my writings, and used
unique marks for the layout of the continuous
text to emphasize different parts.
keymarks:
– circled = title
– to enframe = names
– underline = definition
– cross out = irrelevant
– color mark = absurdity
– superscript number= description in the foot
			
note
– edge marking = !?( )
– side note = comments
– Indent passages = quotes
– capitals = headlines
– major font size = important information

LEASE ONLINE
TODAY DESIGNERS
Corporate design
I hade the pleasure to work with the design agency „Today Designers“ based in Utrecht, Netherlands. “Lease Online” is the largest car renting
company in the Netherlands who wanted a whole
new corporate Identity including logo, website,
commercial spot and ad campaign. My Job was
to come up with an idea for the whole package.
After we discussed every solution from 4 team
members including both creative directors. Mine
and a coworkers idea got picked for the pitch. We
used my illustrations in the ad campaign.

Kick the flame
imagery collages
Imagery Collages for potential Vinyl Covers.

